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ABSTRACT

Spacecraft usually contain large amounts of screws and
bolts in order to connect the elements of primary and
secondary structure. These connecting parts are mainly
made of stainless steel, a material with high melting tem-
perature. The screws are often protected by the exter-
nal structure against the high aerodynamic heat loads.
During the destruction analysis for a re-entering space-
craft (e.g. with a code system like SCARAB) one usually
concentrates on the heavy and larger parts of the main
spacecraft structure. In order to assess the possible im-
pact risk of the numerous screws and bolts a fast analysis
method for these smaller parts seems necessary. HTG
is therefore working on a fast analysis method based on
the following simplifying assumptions: Flight dynamic
based on Allen/Eggers method, heating based on Stan-
ton number for integral heat transfer, infinite heat con-
duction within the body, averaged thermal data of mate-
rials. Based on these assumptions and an adequate non-
dimensional analysis of the different process parameter
general rules for the survivability can be deduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft contain large amounts of screws and bolts as
fasteners of the different construction elements. These
small sized parts are mainly made of stainless steel a ma-
terial with high melting temperature. These screws are
often protected by the external structure against the high
aerodynamic heat loads. During the destruction analysis
of for a re-entering spacecraft (e.g. with a code system
like SCARAB [1]-[4]) one usually concentrates on the
heavy and larger parts of the main spacecraft structure. In
order to assess the possible impact risk of the numerous
screws and bolts a fast analysis method for these smaller
parts seems necessary. Due to the small object size scale
effects have been considered in the analysis. The scale ef-
fects allow on the one side simplified assumption on the
other side the rarefied transitional flow regime has to be
considered. In the frame of this study we therefore con-
sider in also the influence of regimes with rarefied flow
on the object destruction. Our methods thus extend the
analytic destruction prediction based on hypersonic lam-
inar continuum heating, e.g. Baker et al. [5] to smaller
objects and higher altitudes.

Similar to Baker we rely on the simplified entry dynamics
of Allen/Eggers [6]. They assume a straight entry flight
path in an exponential isothermal atmosphere (see Fig. 1)
with density described by

?IH �KJML ? �ON�PRQISUT�SWV (1)

with ? � LYX[Z \[]�^`_Oacbed
and

� � LgfOX�hjiOZ ]kb
.
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For constant ballistic coefficient
	

(see Eq. 5) the follow-
ing solution for the velocity along the re-entry trajectory
has been derived:

;IH �KJ L ; � N�P � V���V�����
	 ���� N P�� �� V (2)

This solution allows to determine the relevant fluid dy-
namic parameters like Mach and Reynolds number and
heating rate along the trajectory.
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Figure 1. Re-Entry Allen/Eggers [6]

2. SCALE EFFECTS DUE TO SMALL SIZE

The reduction of the size of an object under geometric
similarity will not change the general shape of the object.
It will however change certain object properties, the re-
action of the object on external inputs and the interaction
of the object with its surrounding. We consider first the
following object quantities and how they change with the
characteristic length

%
.

2.1. Surface Area and Volume

The following dependence exists: Surface area
� ��� %��

,
Volume < � % d

. We thus obtain:
� � a < � Xca %

. This
means that with decreasing size the surface area to vol-
ume ratio of a body increases with the inverse of the body
size.

2.2. Thermal Response Time of a Body to Heat In-
put

The Fourier number ��� is the natural time scale for un-
steady heat conduction resulting e.g. from heat pulses act-
ing on a body of size L.

��� L
! 8


�� ?  % � (3)

For ����� X
a heat pulse is in generally penetrated from

the body surface to the body center. Thus the character-
istic heat penetration time

8 F������ is given by:

8 F������ L 
�� ?  %��! (4)

If this time
8 F������ is shorter than the characteristic time

8
for heat input changes the thermal response of the body
may treated by infinite heat conductivity assumption.

2.3. Ballistic Coefficient or Ratio of Inertia to Aero-
dynamic Forces

The ballistic coefficient
	

is defined as

	 L '

 � �k��� �

L ?  <

 � ����� � (5)

As the reference area
����� �

is like the surface area also
proportional to

%��
we obtain

	 � %
.

2.4. Ratio of Moment of Inertia to Aerodynamic Mo-
ments and Angular Acceleration

To calculate the complete dynamic the ratio of moment
of inertia to aerodynamic moments is important:

 
( )

 ?  < %��
-c
� � ��� � % (6)

Eq. 6 leads to  a ( ) � %��
and for the angular accel-

eration follows D � XUa %��
. As the moment of inertia

decreases with size much faster than the aerodynamic
moments the tumbling motion of small bodies will be
extremely fast when compared to a large body. This
has a strong impact on the analytical numerical tools to
treat small body re-entry. Numerical 6-D flight dynamic
methods need extremely long time to follow the body on
its trajectory. Thus simplified analytical flight dynamics
methods seem more appropriate. Fast tumbling exposes
the local body surfaces to an average heat load and thus
assists the simplified uniform heating assumption.

2.5. Entry Altitude and Flow Regimes

We can define a characteristic ballistic entry altitude
given by the altitude

�"!#�$�%�& of maximum laminar heating:

� !# $�%�& Lg� � N('
) ? � ���
	+*�, ) Ac� (7)

Thus with decreasing
%

the entry altitude is shifted up to
regions of smaller densities.

The main aerodynamic similarity parameters are Mach,
Reynolds and Knudsen number. Only Reynolds and
Knudsen number,

243
and " # , depend on body size.

243 L ? ; %
C (8)

"$# L
B
% L,X Z i[h.- = (,+243 (9)

We define 3 flow regimes with the following simple cri-
teria:



� Free molecular flow: "$# � X��
� Rarefied transitional flow:

X�� � " # � � Z � X
� Hypersonic continuum flow:

� Z � X � " #
If we define a characteristic entry Knudsen number at the
heat peak heating altitude

�"!#�$�%�& we obtain with mean
free path

B H ��J L B�� N P SUT�SWV
in exponential atmosphere:

"$# !# $�%�& L
B �
% ? � � �	+*�, ) A � (10)

Due to the shift of entry altitude with decreasing body
length we obtain now a second power dependence of the
Knudsen number on

%
: "$# !# $�%�& � %��

.

Fig. 2 shows in an altitude diameter chart the bound-
aries for the different flow regimes given by correspond-
ing Knudsen numbers. The figure also contains the al-
titude for maximum heating

� !# $�%�& for a sphere as func-
tion of diameter. The decelerating entry spreads above
and below this maximum heating condition with � � Li Z � XW���

for deceleration start with ; a ; � L�� Z ] ]
, and

� � L��kiOZ h[\j� � for the end of the deceleration phase with; a ; � L�� Z X
.
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Figure 2. Flow Regimes as Function of Diameter and
Altitude of maximum Heating (Sphere, St. Steel,
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3. HEATING LAWS FOR HIGH ALTITUDE/LOW
REYNOLDS NUMBER RE-ENTRY

The following simplified definition for Stanton number576 is used:

5 6 L .0
?�� aRi N ; d� N ����� � (11)

The Stanton number in free molecular flow has a constant
value of 1.0 independent of the body shape. In the con-
tinuum flow regime it depends on the Reynolds number

behind the shock
243 � and the body shape. According to

Lees’ theory [7] and experimental data [8], [9] the Stan-
ton number of a sphere can be calculated with Eq. 13.

5 6 FG LYX[Z �
(12)

5 6 E L iOZ XUa - 243 � (13)

In order to calculate the Stanton number for other body
shapes a shape parameter

� �
is used. The shape param-

eter of a sphere equals 1, the value of
� �

of a disk or
cylinder equals

XUa - i
.

576 E L � � N iOZ XUa�� 243 � (14)

In the rarefied transition flow regime a bridging formula
is used, see Eq. 15 and Fig. 3.

5 6 L 5 6 E� X�� H 576 E a 5 6 FG J � (15)

The NASA ORSAT code uses a bridging based on an ex-
ponential approach [11].

For the relation between Reynolds number behind the
shock

243 � and Knudsen number " # � we assume
Eq. 16. This is a simplification result derived from us-
ing a hard sphere gas viscosity law and = LYX[Z �

.

" # � L \ Z \[\
243 � (16)
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Figure 3. Stanton Number vs. Reynolds and Knudsen
Number

4. MATERIAL PROPERTIES

In the frame of this study 5 materials were considered: Ti-
tanium (TiAl6V4), Stainless Steel (A316), Inconel, Alu-
minum (AA7075) and Copper. The material properties



are listed in Tab. 1. The temperature depending proper-
ties heat capacity 
�� , thermal conductivity

!
and emission

coefficient > were averaged over temperature from 300 K
to melting temperature. As data sources served [13], [14].

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the total specific heat ab-
sorption capacities of these materials including the spe-
cific heat needed to increase the temperature from 300
K to melting temperature plus specific heat of melting- / . This sum is the total amount of specific heat a ma-
terial can stand until it is molten completely. This shows
that Titanium is the most likely material to survive re-
entry and therefore the most critical, followed by stain-
less steel.

Table 1. Material Properties

Material ?  
�� > 6 / - /� ^`_ aUb d�� � � aU^`_�� � � � � � � � � � aU_ �
Titanium 4420 750.0 30.2 1900 400
St. Steel 8030 611.5 35.0 1650 274
Inconel 8190 417.1 12.2 1570 309
Aluminum 2800 751.1 14.1 870 385
Copper 8960 434.1 21.6a 1356 243
aoxidized; polished: �	��
�� ��
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Figure 4. Total Specific Heat Absorption Capacities of
different Materials

5. COMBINED AERO-THERMAL AND FLIGHT
DYNAMIC FORMULATION

Analytic formulations for hypersonic heating combined
with re-entry dynamics have been derived already before
the early stages of space flight. Classical contributions
are the studies of Allen/Eggers [6] and Chapman [12].
They in principle used a simple but quite realistic expo-
nential atmosphere model in combination with ballistic
entry dynamics and laminar stagnation point heat trans-
fer laws.

5.1. Energy Balance during Aero-Braking

A basic understanding of the connection between aero-
heating and aero-braking can be obtained of simple mo-
mentum end energy balance equations for a body.

Momentum equation:

' � ;
� 8

L � Xi ? ; � 
 � � ��� � (17)

Heat transferred to the body:

� 0
� 8

L X
i 5 6 ? ; d ����� � (18)

Combining Eq. 17 and 18 we obtain:

� 0 L � 5 6

 �

' ; � ; L � 576

 � � �k��� � (19)

With
� � ��� L ' a[i N ; � the kinetic energy of the complete

entry body.

For constant values of Stanton number 5 6 and drag co-
efficient 
 � , which is only in free molecular conditions
true ( 576 L X

and 
 � L i
) we can integrate the above

equation and obtain for a velocity reduction from ; L ; �
to ; L � 0

' L � Xi 5 6
 �
; �� (20)

0 a ' represents the heat transferred to the body per unit
mass and

XUa[i N ; � the mass specific kinetic initial energy
of the body. 5 6 a 
 � can have a maximum value at free
molecular flow conditions of 0.5. Thus in the extreme
case 1/4 of the objects kinetic energy can be transferred
as heat to the body.

5.2. Energy Balance for Body Heating and Melting

We allow aerodynamic and radiative interaction of the
body with its ambient. We obtain then the following heat
flux balance for a body with infinite heat conduction.

Body before melting 6�� 6 / :

?  < 
 � � 6� 8
� >�@ ��� 6�� L .0�� � � � H 8 J (21)

Body during melting process 6 L 6 / :

� ?  - / �j<� 8
� >�@ � � 6 �/ L .0 � � � � H 8 J (22)

For 6 L 6 / melting starts which has been defined as
failure event and body volume reaching < L��

the body
demise event occurs [5].

Concerning the thermal body response we can discrimi-
nate 2 extreme cases:

a. No radiative heat loss �[6 a � 8 � .0 � � � � H 8 J
b. No heat storage capacity 6 H 8 JML 6 �:9 � H 8 J

Case b. defines the radiative equilibrium temperature6 �:9 � .



5.3. Analytic Expressions for Heating along Trajec-
tory

For the continuum laminar and free molecular heating the
following expressions can be derived:

Continuum laminar heating:

.0 � � � � H �KJML
?IH �KJi ; d H ��J i Z�X

- 243 �
� � � ��� �

(23)

Free molecular heating:

.0 � � � � H �KJ L
?KH ��Ji ; d H �KJ � ��� � (24)

For the maximum heat peak heating rates the following
expressions can be derived:

Laminar flow:
.0 / ��� L ��� � / � �d�� S V � �	��
 �� ���� ; d� � � � ��� � (25)

��� � / LYX[Z iR\ N X �OQ � ^`_���� � b Q �
occurring at ; a ; � L P Q � T�� and

� L � � '
) H d�� V S����
 �� � J .
Free molecular flow:

.0 / ��� L X
\ P�� 	+*�, ) Ac�

? � � ��� ? � ; d� � ����� (26)

occurring at ; a ; � L P Q � T d and
� L ��� '
) H d � � V S����
 �� � J .

5.4. Simple Analytic Failure Event Criteria

For large bodies with laminar heating during re-entry
such criteria have been already derived by Baker [5].
This criteria can not be applied to small bodies with tran-
sitional or free molecular heating, because the laminar
heating law over predicts for " # � X

the aerodynamic
heating.

A simple criteria for failure can be established if we com-
pare the radiative equilibrium temperature 6 �:9 � at peak
heating with the melting temperature of body material6 / . Thus failure (melting) will occur for 6 /! 6 ��9 �
because the body is not able to radiate the peak heat flow
into surrounding.

For spherical bodies and laminar continuum heating the
following failure criteria can be derived:

6 �/ >- ?   ��� � /#" �
] P � �$" *�, ) A �


 �
X
� @
; d� (27)

It turns out that this criteria is independent of body size
and only dependent on the material properties.

For molecular heating we obtain:

6 �/ >? 
X
�  X

X � P � �
*�, ) AU�
@ 
 �

; d� (28)

In this case the criteria depends both on body size and
on the material properties. With decreasing diameter �
also the failure event is reduced. Thus smaller particle
are more likely to survive.

The last equation allows to directly determine the failure
diameter � F of spherical objects:

� F L X � P � � 
 �*�, ) A �
X
; d� >�@?  6 �/ (29)

In the expressions above we have grouped influence fac-
tors according to their origin e.g. properties of body ma-
terial, entry flight conditions. Concerning the survivabil-
ity the following combination of body properties are im-
portant: 6 �/ %& �(' for laminar heating, 6 �/)%�(' �* for free
molecular heating.

6. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS AND AN-
ALYTIC PREDICTION

In the numerical integration methods the following spe-
cial features were used: Heat transfer law covering
the transition from free molecular to laminar continuum
flow as described in chapter 3, U.S. Standard Atmo-
sphere 1976 [15] to calculate atmosphere temperature
(and therefrom temperature dependent physical data like
mean free path

B
and viscosity C ). The numerical integra-

tion itself is a simple Euler’s method with fixed altitude
step size. Time steps are calculated from actual velocity,
altitude step size and flight path angle.

For our calculations the following re-entry conditions
were used:

� � L i � �
km, ; � L fOZ �

km/s,
Ac� L iOZ	 


and 6 � L \ ���
K.

The results were calculated for 3 different body shapes
(sphere, cylinder and disk) consisting of the materials de-
scribed in chapter 4. In Fig. 5 - 7 the demise altitude is
plotted vs. the diameter of the re-entering object. It can be
seen that there exists an upper and a lower critical diam-
eter. This means that smaller respectively bigger objects
always reach ground.

As mentioned above Titanium is the most critical mate-
rial. It has the smallest diameter range in which demise
occurs. Therefore Fig. 8 shows the demise altitude only
for titanium spheres, disks and cylinders.

In order to determine a ground risk from surviving ob-
jects the ground impact mass is important. Fig. 9 shows
the relative impact mass ' � a ' � . These results are not
completely realistic because a 5 cm Titanium sphere will
not reach ground without any part of it molten. Here our
assumption of infinite thermal conductivity is not valid
anymore.

With Eq. 29 the minimum failure diameters of spheres
were calculated. They are in good agreement with the
numerical results (see Tab. 2).
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Figure 5. Demise Altitude of Spheres
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Table 2. Comparison of Analytical and Numerical Min-
imum Failure Diameters of Spheres (Free Molecular
Heating)

analytical numerical
Material �jF

[mm]
Titanium 1.71 2.43
St. Steel 0.62 0.76
Inconel 0.17 0.21
Aluminum 0.05 0.07
Copper 0.15 0.19



7. CONCLUSION

Simple analytical and fast numerical integration meth-
ods for survivability analysis of small debris objects have
been developed.

Small objects decelerate at high altitudes and therefore
flow rarefaction effects have to be considered in heat-
ing law. Laminar continuum heating would in this case
strongly over predict the heating.

3 solid object shapes (sphere, disc, cylinder) and 5 mate-
rials have been used to test the methods.

Our analysis showed that for each material and each
shape there exist the following two boundaries for sur-
viving at minimum partially the re-entry from orbit.

Minimum size limit: This limit is due to high altitude
re-entry with free molecular heating. Re-radiation of the
aero-heating allows the bodies to survive the re-entry.

Maximum size limit: This limit occurs in the laminar
heating regime for larger solid objects. Re-radiation and
heat storage allow the bodies to survive.

Open points for further investigations are: Influence of
finite heat conductivity on survivability analysis, surviv-
ability dependence on exposure altitude and velocity.
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